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EMMANUELLE:
A Data Base for Textbooks'History in Europe

Alain Choppin*

The Emmanuelle data-base project began in 1980 when I was put in charge of a research project on the history of schoolbooks in the department of historical research (1) at the Institut National de Recherche Pédagogique in Paris.

The production of French schoolbooks, which is the largest in the world, was little known at the time. No bibliography existed containing a comprehensive list of textbooks; only a few incomplete and disparate lists were available. No library had published a specific catalogue of its collections. The publishing houses themselves - when they still existed - had preserved neither their textbooks nor their former catalogues. Finally, despite the fact that schoolbooks had large edition quantities, their preservation was often poorly done.

At the same time a steadily growing number of researchers in history, sociology, didactics, linguistics, etc. was interested in schoolbooks as an object of their study.

I decided, as a result, to gather the titles and to collect the main characteristics of all the textbooks published in France since the Revolution, with the double objective of helping researchers in their work and of saving a cultural heritage (2).

An initial estimation, which later turned out to be correct, showed that the total number of works published in the past two centuries was close to 100 000 - all subject matters and teaching levels combined (3).

The quantity of this production and the diversity of researchers' interests led me to resort to the aid of a computer.

The data-base EMMANUELLE (»MANUEL« means textbook in French) gathers the entire production of schoolbooks published in France, or within territories under its jurisdiction, from 1789 to the present. It concerns all subjects and teaching levels. It indicates all of the published editions and the places where they are preserved. The present volume of this data-base is around 7 000 items, which represents the total number of Greek, Italian, Latin and German textbooks. The final number of items
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will be close to 80,000. Since schoolbooks are often reedited, several hundred thousand editions will ultimately be described.

Under my direction, a group of specialists from different disciplines are elaborating and developing this data-base. We aim to be exhaustive which means that we consider all books destined for class use and we take all the indications we initially decided on for each work.

The data comes from a variety of sources (generally from bibliographies, but also from library catalogues or those of publishers). We use standard pre-printed forms on which all of the new information discovered is included. These forms are completed, corrected, and coded several times over. Some 40,000 forms for fifteen subject matters have been filled up to now.

The data gathered is divided into three categories:

- the usual bibliographic indications (title, author, publisher, etc.)
- specific data on the textbooks and their history (the school programs, for example)
- catalographic information (the location where different editions of the book can be consulted)

All of the data are divided among thirty-five or thirty-seven fields depending on the data-base system being used. A large number of these fields are coded. Amongst other advantages this coding system, done just before data entry, allows one to link identical information which is labelled differently or to differentiate information which at first glance appears similar. This is particularly important for an historian since the meaning of words changes over time.

Our software team developed an initial data-base system in 1981 which has since been abandoned. Currently we are simultaneously using two software systems: the JLB-Doc system, which the French Ministry of Education gave to us in 1983, and the CDS-Isis system which UNESCO gave to us in 1986. The first one functions on a BULL-Mini 6 computer and the other on a micro-computer PC-AT. Our software team has perfected and made compatible the two systems.

Each entry contains thirty-five fields in the JLB-doc version and thirty-seven fields in the CDS-Isis version which is also used to enter the bibliographic classification of the Musée National de l'Education. Twenty-four fields (or twenty-six in the CDS-Isis version) are inversed fields. We use these inversed fields to indicate information present in, or easily deduced from, the book's title (the level or the subject matter, for example). This facilitates interrogations and helps to produce numerous indexes and to elaborate statistics. Most of these fields are repeatable.

Data-entry is performed on worksheets (two for the JLB-Doc version, three in the CDS-Isis version). These same worksheets are used to correct and to update data. To ensure the accurateness of each entry and the neat-
ness of the output we have developed two guide-books (one for each version) which contain all of the writing norms (capitals, punctuation, etc.), all of the abbreviations and all of the codes used (4).

The data is accessible either by display or by printed outputs. Both data-base systems enable one to use complex research formulations. A standard menu is available for the CDS-Isis system whose use, however, is not as easy as many users would desire. Since the JLB-Doc system did not initially have a menu, one was developed in 1984 adapted to our researchers who are generally unfamiliar with the use of data-base systems or else reluctant for infrequent use to devote much time and energy to learning an overly complex search language. This menu gives the user greater liberty of action since all of the fields can be selected from the beginning. It is, moreover, very pedagogic.

- Selections can be performed one after the other. After two selections, the user can combine the results of earlier searches (operators and/or/not) or, if desired, perform new selections whose results can be combined with previous ones. The user also has the opportunity prior to each selection to request the history of the previous selections.

- Each page of the menu has three parts:
  - the field name, what the field contains and if a dictionary or a table of translated codes can be displayed
  - a selection list
  - certain pages, whose access is optional, are purely informative (how to select records, the data-base content, etc.)

This menu has three different visualization formats whose respective contents are indicated before the user makes his choice. All of the codes entered using the worksheets are expressed longhand on the screen when the records are retrieved.

At the moment it is only possible to make selections on the JLB-Doc system at the Institut National de Recherche Pédagogique in Paris. On the other hand, anyone with access to a micro-computer PC-AT can use the CDS-Isis system.

Access to data is also possible with printed outputs. The data-base produces repertories and catalogues with indexes. All of these repertories (by subject matter) or catalogues (by libraries) make up the EMMANUELLE collection whose two volumes are now available (5).

These catalogues or repertories are produced with a laser printer. The first two repertories were achieved with the TEX desktop publishing system, while the following ones will use the VENTURA system. In both cases, the computer engineers prepare the printing files with special software to be processed either by TEX or VENTURA. Printing specifications (page-setting, type, type size, etc.) are given at that point.
Each catalogue has five always identical portions.
- a methodological introduction (What is a school textbook? How does one use the repertory?)
- a statistical introduction (the main characteristics of the textbooks collected)
- the repertory itself: all of the references are organized according to the date of their first edition. Books published the same year are arranged alphabetically by author.
- a series of indexes (thirteen of the most common ones have been kept)
- a series of annexes including the chronological list of all of the official texts related to the teaching of the subject matter concerned.

The EMMANUELLE data-base also produces statistics thanks to the software conceived by our computer team.

In addition, EMMANUELLE is responsible for classifying and organizing two of the most important textbook collections in France: that of the Institut National de Recherche Pédagogique library and that of the Musée National de l'Éducation which include several ten thousand volumes. A similar project is underway for the collection of the Bibliothèque Nationale.

Finally, a collection of official texts concerning schoolbooks edited over the past two centuries will be published in 1989. We are also working on an historical catalogue of school publishers.

The research for EMMANUELLE, in which the EMMANUELLE data base project holds but a part, although a substantial one, could become European if foreign researchers were to collaborate.

Notes

1) Service d'histoire de l'éducation. Institut national de recherche pédagogique. 29, rue d'Ulm. 75230 PARIS Cedex 05. tel. (1) 46.34.91.02.
5) Alain CHOPPIN (Dir.) : Les Manuels scolaires en France de 1789 à nos jours (Collection EMMANUELLE).
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